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The formula E = mc2 is actually only a speculation of Einstein because it has never been proven. This formula started 

from special relativity and has become famous because of the atomic bomb. However, for a single type of energy, 

Einstein has failed to prove it. Einstein thought that he had proved that the electromagnetic energy is equivalent to 

mass because he had mistaken that the photons have only electromagnetic energy. However, General Relativity shows 

that the photons necessarily have the combination of electromagnetic energy and the gravitational energy. 

Theoretically, the electromagnetic energy is not equivalent to mass because the electromagnetic energy-stress tensor 

is traceless and thus cannot affect the Rici curvature as a mass does. Moreover, the electromagnetic energy would 

generate repulsive gravitation, which has been confirmed by experiments, but the mass generates only attractive 

gravitation. It is due to the existence of such a charge-mass interaction, general relativity also must be extended and 

Einstein's unification between electromagnetism and gravitation is necessary. In addition, experimentally a charged 

capacitor has a reduced weight and a piece of heated-up metal would also have a reduced weight, instead of an 

increased weight as Einstein predicted. Now, E = mc2 is established as an obstacle.  
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1. Introduction 

The formula E = mc2 is probably the best known formula for the general population. 

Because of this, it is the only formula in Hawking's popular book, "A Brief History of Time" [1]. 

(He was wrong since he considers it as generally valid.) However, such a formula has to be 

questioned because it leads to the belief that the unique sign for coupling constants [2] of the 

Einstein equation [3, 4] 1), and in turn this leads to the result that the Einstein equation has no 

dynamic solution [5, 6]. 2) This result was suspected by Gullstrand [7], the Chairman of the Nobel 

Committee for Physics. Thus Einstein obtained his Nobel Prize based on his photo-electric effects 

[8], instead of general relativity as many physicists expected.  

Nevertheless, in 1993 Christodoulou and Klainerman [9] claimed that they have 

constructed dynamic solutions for the Einstein equation, and apparently this has convinced the 

1993 Nobel Prize Committee to change their mind [10].  However, upon close examination, it is 

found that they actually have not completed their construction [11].3) The contributions of 

Christodoulou are just errors [12]. In view of this, the general validity of the formula E = mc2 must 

be investigated. 
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Note that, to have a bounded dynamic solution, it is necessary to modify the Einstein 

equation [2, 3]  

 

     /   –  ,G R g R KT                             (1) 

 

аСere Р  Тs tСe spaМe-tТme metrТМ, R  Тs tСe RТММТ Мurvature tensor, T  Тs tСe sum of enerРв-stress 

tensors of matter, anН K Тs tСe МouplТnР Мonstant.ζΨ This is done by adding a gravitational energy-

stress tensor with an anti-gravitational coupling [6],  

 

    /   –  [ ],G R g R K T t g                                          (2) 

 

where t(g) is the gravitational energy-stress tensor.5) Due to inadequacy in non-linear 

mathematics, many have failed this. 

Historically, eq. (2) was first proposed by Lorentz [13] and one year later it was also 

proposed by Levi-Civita [14] as Kt(g)ab = Gab +  KTab, although they did not prove the necessity 

of such a modification. However, Einstein [15] objected to eq. (2) on the grounds that his equation 

(1) implies t(g) = 0. Now, Einstein is clearly wrong since his equation is proven invalid for the 

dynamic case. Thus, eq. (6) should be called the Lorentz-Levi-Einstein equation. 

Another clear evidence that eq. (1) has no bounded dynamic solution is, as shown by Hu, 

Zhang, & Ding [16], that the calculated gravitational radiation depends on the perturbation 

approach used. 

 

2.  The Conflict between E = mc2 and the Einstein Equation  

An obvious conflict between E = mc2 and the Einstein equation is over-looked. χММorНТnР 

to eq. (1Ψ, аe Сave  

 

.R KT g 
                                                               (3) 

 

Since an electromagnetic energy cannot affect the curvature R, an electromagnetic energy 

cannot be equivalent to a mass. 

τne maв objeМt tСat eбperТmentallв a π0 meson Мan be НeМaвeН Тnto tаo pСotons (Т. e., π0 

→ γ + γΨ. Hoаever, tСТs means onlв tСat tСe pСotons МonsТst of more tСan eleМtromaРnetТМ enerРв. 
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Since the sum of two electromagnetic energies is still an electromagnetic energy whose energy 

stress tensor is traceless, it cannot be equivalent to a mass whose energy-stress tensor is not 

traceless. However, a photon, being a massless particle, actually contains also gravitational    

energy [17]. 

 

3. The Photonic Energy Includes also Gravitational Energy  

Note that the sum of two massless particles with respectively an equal but opposite 

momentum can generate a rest mass although the energy-momentum tensor of a massless particle 

is also traceless. Thus, a photon must consist of more than just electromagnetic energy. 

Fortunately, this is supported by the (modified) Einstein equation [17, 18]. 

It has been shown that the anti-gravity coupling is necessary for the dynamic case of 

massive matter [5, 6]. Naturally, one may ask if the anti-gravity coupling is also necessary for the 

case of an electromagnetic wave as a source. Einstein [19] believed that there is no antigravity 

coupling for this case. Then, it is found that there is no valid gravitational solution.6) Thus, Einstein 

is proven wrong again [17, 18]. However, general relativity is not hopeless. If a photonic energy-

stress tensor with an anti-gravitational coupling is added to the source, then one can find valid 

gravitational solutions, i.e.  

 

            ,        ,
ab abab ab ab ab ab

G K T E T p and T T g T E T P            (4) 

 

where T(E)ab and T(P)ab are the energy-stress tensors for the electromagnetic wave and the related 

photons. Thus, we have that the photonic energy includes the energy from its gravitational wave 

component. This solves the puzzle that the photonic energy can be equivalent to mass, but the 

electromagnetic energy-stress tensor is traceless. 7) 

The existence of the anti-gravity couplings implies that the energy conditions in the space-

time singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose cannot be satisfied. Thus, their theorems are 

actually irrelevant to physics. 

       

4. Reissner-Nordstrom Metric and the Charge-Mass Interaction 

Another major problem of E = mc2 is that gravity is mistakenly considered as the effect of 

mass only. Therefore, the gravitational effects of the other types of energy are neglected. The 

Reissner-Nordstrom metric was ignored since 1916. Due to the existence of many intrinsic errors, 
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essentially nothing has been done until 1997 [20].  Now, let us reexamine again the Reissner-

Nordstrom metric [21] (with c =1) as follows: 

 

         

1
2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2

2 2
1 1

M q M q
ds dt dr r d

r rr r

                                     (5) 

 

where q and M are the charge and mass of a particle, and r is the radial distance from the particle 

center. In metric (5), the gravitational components generated by electricity have not only a very 

different radial coordinate dependence but also a different sign that makes it a new repulsive 

gravity in general relativity [22]. 

However, theorists such as Herrera, Santos, & Skea [23] argued that M in (5) involves the 

electric energy. Then the metric would imply a charged ball would increase its weight as the charge 

Q increased. However, this is in disagreement with experiments of Tsipenyuk and Andreev [24], 

who show that a metal ball would have decreased weight after it has been charged with electrons.8) 

Thus, the repulsive gravitation confirms that the electromagnetic energy is not equivalent to mass. 

Nevertheless, Herrera et al. [23] are not alone in such an error. For instance, Nobel Laureate 

't Hooft  even claimed, in disagreement with special relativity, that the electric energy of an 

electron contributed to the inertial mass of an electron [25]. In the Nobel SpeeМС of АТlМzek [βθ], 

Сe also НТН not knoа tСat m = E/Мβ must be justТfТeН. λΨ  

On the other hand, if the mass M is the inertial mass of the particle, the weight of a charged 

metal ball can be reduced [27]. Thus, as Lo [20] expected, experiments of Tsipenyuk and Andreev 

[24] supports that the charged ball has a reduced weight. This is an experimental direct proof that 

the electric energy is not equivalent to mass. According to metric (5), the static repulsive force to 

a particle of mass m at a distance r is approximately mq2/r3. For a charged ball, the formula 

becomes Q2/R3, where Q is the charge of the ball and R is the distance from the ball center [27]. 

The discovery of the repulsive gravitation is important because it would solve why we have 

never seen a black hole. If gravity is always attractive to mass, simulation convinces Wheeler that 

a black hole must be formed [28].  However, now we know that gravity is not always attractive to 

mass. Understandably, the Wheeler School [21] ignored this new physics. 

 

5. The Charge-Mass Interaction and the Necessity of Extending General Relativity 

To show the static repulsive effect, one needs to consider only gtt in metric (5). According 

to Einstein [2, 3], 
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2

2
0,

d x dx dx

ds dsds

  
        where     ( ) /2g g g g 

                 (6)  

 

and  dxdxgds 2 . Note that the gauge affects only the second order approximation of gt t [29]. 

Let us consider only the static case. For a particle P with mass m at r , the force on P is  

 

   
2

2 3

M q
m m

r r
        (7) 

 

in the first order approximation because gr r  -1. Thus, the second term is a repulsive force.   

If the particles are at rest, then the force acting on the charged particle Q has the same 

magnitude 

 

  (
2

2 3

M q
m m

r r
 ) r̂ , where   r̂   is a unit vector                            (8) 

 

because the action and reaction forces are equal and in the opposite directions. However, for the 

motion of the charged particle with mass M, if one calculates the metric according to the particle 

P of mass m, only the first term is obtained. 

Then, it is necessary to have a repulsive force with the coupling q2 to the charged particle 

Q in a gravitational field generated by masses. Thus, force (8) to particle Q is beyond the current 

theoretical framework of gravitation +  electromagnetism.  As predicted by Lo, Goldstein, & 

Napier [30], general relativity leads to a realization of its inadequacy.  

The charge-mass repulsive force for two point-like particles of respectively mass m and 

charge q with a distance r is mq2/r3. Thus such a repulsive force would become weak faster than 

gravity at long distance. Moreover, this force is independent of the charge sign. Such 

characteristics would make the repulsive effects verifiable [31, 32] because a concentration of 

electrons would increase such repulsion.  

The repulsive force in metric (5) comes from the electric energy [22]. An immediate 

question would be whether such a charge-mass repulsive force mq2/r3 is subjected to 

electromagnetic screening. It is conjectured that this force, being independent of a charge sign, 
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would not be subjected to such a screening although it should be according to general relativity. 

Physically, this force can also be considered as a result of q2 interacting with a field created by the 

mass m. Thus such a field is independent of electromagnetism and is beyond general relativity, 

and the need of unification is established. 

 

6. Extension of Einstein’s Theory and the Five-Dimensional Relativity   

The coupling with q2 leads to a five-dimensional space of Lo et al. [30] because such a 

coupling does not exist in a four-dimensional theory. Moreover, such a coupling also does not 

exist in the five-dimensional theory of Kaluza [33].  

Now let us give a brief introduction of the five-dimensional relativity. The five dimensional 

geodesic of a particle is  

 

5
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  (9b) 

 

where 2ds g dx dx   , ,  0,  1,  2,  3,  5     ( 2 k l
kld g dx dx   ;  ,   0,  1,  2,  3k l   ). 

If  instead of ds, d is used in (9), for a particle with charge q and mass M, the Lorentz force 

suggests 

 

 
5

5 5

2

i ki k

k i k i

g gA Aq dx

dMc x x x x 
                    (10a) 

 

Thus,  
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                 and 
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where K is a constant. It thus follows that (9) is reduced to 

 

2

,552 2 2

1 1

2
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kl k i
ik ii i k

g A Ad dx dx dx q dx q
g

d d d d dx x x Mc Mc K    
                          

(11a) 
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.
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            (11b) 

 

However, our position is that the physical meaning of the fifth dimension is not yet very 

clear [30], except some physical meaning is given in the equation, dx5/Н  = q/εМ2K where M and 

q are respectively the mass and charge of a test particle. We denote the fifth axis as the w-axis (w 

stanНs for “аunНerbar”, Тn memorТal of KaluzaΨ, anН tСus tСe МoorНТnates are (t, а, б, в, zΨ. τur 

approach is to find out the full physical meaning of the w-axis as our understanding gets deeper.  

For a static case, we have the forces on the charged particle Q in the -direction  

 

2
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                    (12a) 

and 
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in the (-r)-direction. The meaning of (12b) is the energy momentum conservation. Thus, 
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2
1
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Thus, g55 is a repulsive potential. Since g55 depends on M, it is a function of local property, 

and thus is difficult to calculate. On the other hand, because g55 is independent of q, this force 

would penetrate electromagnetic screening. However, because P is neutral, there is no charge-

mass repulsion force (from k, 55) on P. 

Thus, general relativity must be extended to accommodate the charge-mass interaction, and 

a five-dimensional relativity is a natural candidate. According Lo et al. [30], the charge-mass 

interaction would penetrate a charged capacitor. On the other hand, from current four-dimensional 

theory we would not get repulsive force acting on a test particle outside a capacitor. Since the 

electromagnetic field outside a capacitor would cancel out, there would be no charge-mass 

interaction outside the capacitor. To verify the five-dimensional theory, one can simply test the 

repulsive force on a charged capacitor. 

This repulsive force has been experimentally confirmed [31, 34].10) In fact, such a force is 

confirmed as relating to repulsive gravitation after Liu measured the weight changes of curled up 

commercial capacitors [34].  

 

7. Weight Reduction of Heated-up Metals and Current-mass Interaction 

To explain E = mc2, EТnsteТn [γη] МlaТmeН, “an ТnМrease of E in the amount of energy must 

be accompanied by an increase of E/c2 Тn tСe mass.” He also МlaТmeН, “I Мan easТlв supplв enerРв 

to the mass-for instance, if I heat it by ten degree. So why not measure the mass increase, or weight 

increase, connected with this change? The trouble here is that in the mass increase the enormous 

factor c2 occurs in the denominator of the fraction. In such a case the increase is too small to be 

measureН НТreМtlвν even аТtС tСe most sensТtТve balanМe.” Hoаever, eбperТmentallв from sТб kТnНs 

of metals, Тt Сas been sСoаn tСat a pТeМe of СeateН-up metal aМtuallв reНuМes Тt аeТРСt [γθ]. 11Ψ 

TСus, EТnsteТn’s МlaТms on mass-enerРв equТvalenМe are ТnМorreМt. σevertСeless, botС PrТnМeton 

anН HarvarН НТН not see tСese ТnМonsТstenМв аТtС eбperТments. 

While the electric energy leads to a repulsive force from a charge to a mass, the magnetic 

energy would lead to an attractive force from a current toward a mass [28]. Also, since a charged 

capacitor has reduced weight, Тn a normal sТtuatТon, tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe sСoulН be 

МanМelleН bв otСer forms of tСe Мurrent-mass forМe as GalТleo, σeаton anН EТnsteТn ТmplТМТtlв 

assumeН. Thus, tСe eбТstenМe of tСe Мurrent-mass attraМtТve forМe аoulН solve аСв a МСarРeН 

МapaМТtor eбСТbТts tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe sТnМe a МСarРeН МapaМТtor Сas no aННТtТonal 

eleМtrТМ МСarРes.  
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Such a current-mass attractive force has been verified by εartТn Tajmar anН ωlovТs Нe 

εatos [37]. For a spТnnТnР rТnР of superМonНuМtТnР materТal ТnМreases, Тt аeТРСs muМС more tСan 

eбpeМteН. Hoаever, aММorНТnР to quantum tСeorв, spТnnТnР super-МonНuМtors sСoulН proНuМe a 

аeak maРnetТМ fТelН. TСus, tСeв are measurТnР also tСe ТnteraМtТon betаeen an eleМtrТМ Мurrent anН 

tСe eartС. TСТs forМe Тs perpenНТМular to tСe Мurrent anН МoulН be tСe Мause for tСe anomalв of 

flвbвs. 

τne maв ask аСat tСe formula for tСe Мurrent-mass forМe Тs. Hoаever, unlТke tСe statТМ 

МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe, this general force would be beyond general relativity sТnМe a Мurrent-

mass ТnteraМtТon аoulН Тnvolve tСe aММeleratТon of a charge that would Рenerate eleМtromaРnetТМ 

raНТatТon. TСen, the electromagnetic radiation reaction force and the varТable of tСe fТftС 

НТmensТon must be МonsТНereН [γ0]. TСus, аe are not вet reaНв to НerТve tСТs forМe.  

σevertСeless, аe maв assume tСat, for a МСarРeН МapaМТtor, tСe resultТnР forМe Тs tСe 

ТnteraМtТon of net maМrosМopТМ МСarРes аТtС tСe mass. TСen one Мan ТНentТfв tСe repulsТve forМe 

from a МСarРeН МapaМТtor аТtС tСe repulsТve forМe from metrТМ (ηΨ. From eq. (κΨ, аe obtaТn tСe 

repulsТve forМe Тs mq2/r3 betаeen a partТМle аТtС МСarРe q anН anotСer partТМle of mass m separateН 

bв a НТstanМe of r . Thus, as tСe НТstanМe r ТnМreases, tСe faМtor 1/rγ аoulН Тmplв tСat tСe repulsТve 

forМe from a МapaМТtor аoulН НТmТnТsС faster tСan 1/rβ. TСus, a МapaМТtor lТfter [γ1] аoulН Сover at 

a lТmТteН СeТРСt on eartС. TСe faМtor qβ аoulН ТmplТes tСat tСe repulsТve forМe from a МapaМТtor Тs 

proportТonal to tСe square of tСe potentТal НТfferenМe V of a МСarРeН МapaМТtor anН tСus also Q2 

since Q = VC, C is the capacity. TСТs Тs also supporteН bв Нata [γζ] (see SeМtТon κΨ.1βΨ 

That tСe eleМtrТМ Мurrents are attraМtТve to tСe eartС [γ7] also eбplaТns a preНТМteН 

pСenomenon. χs δТu [γζ] reporteН, Тt takes tТme for a МapaМТtor to reМover Тts аeТРСt after beТnР 

НТsМСarРeН [γθ]. TСТs аas observeН bв δТu beМause СТs rolleН-up МapaМТtors keep Сeat better. χ 

НТsМСarРeН МapaМТtor neeНs tТme to НТssТpate tСe Сeat РenerateН bв НТsМСarРТnР, anН tСe motТon of 

Тts МСarРes аoulН aММorНТnРlв reМover to normal. TСus, tСe аeТРСt reНuМtТon Нue to Сeat Сas been 

observeН. Hoаever, Нue to blТnН faТtС to EТnsteТn, anН ТnaНequaМв Тn pure matСematТМs anН 

pСвsТМs, tСeorТsts suМС as ErТМ J. АeТnberР, eНТtor of PСвsТМal RevТeа D, НТstrusts tСe аeТРСt 

reНuМtТon eбperТment of СeateН-up metals beМause tСeв НТН not knoа tСТs faМt.1γΨ  

TСere are tСree faМtors tСat НetermТne tСe аeТРСt of matter. TСeв areν 1Ψ tСe mass of tСe 

matterν βΨ tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМeν anН γΨ tСe attraМtТve Мurrent-mass forМe. For a pТeМe of 

a СeateН-up metal, tСe Мurrent-mass attraМtТve forМe Тs reНuМeН, but tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe 

аoulН ТnМrease. TСe net result Тs a reНuМtТon of аeТРСt [γθ] ТnsteaН of ТnМreaseН аeТРСt as EТnsteТn 

preНТМteН [γη]. TСus, aММorНТnР to eбperТments, δo [β0] Тs МorreМt, but EТnsteТn [γη] аas аronР. 
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8. Invalid Interpretation of the Repulsive Force from the Charged Capacitor 

The phenomenon of weight reduction of a charged capacitor was misidentified as being 

due to the Biefeld-Brown (B-B) effect [31], which is related to the process of electromagnetic 

polarization that produces a thrust toward the positively charged end; and would be saturated even 

if the electric potential is still connected. However, the weight reduction continues as the capacitor 

remains charged even when the potential is disconnected [31]. This misidentification is the main 

reason that the weight reduction of a charged capacitor was rejected by many theorists. 

For instance, the unconventional theory of Musha [34] was influenced by such a 

misidentification. To explain the effect of weight reduction, Musha [34] proposed two 

hypothesizes as follows: 

(l) A charged particle under a strong electric field generates a new gravitational field A 

around itself. 

(2) Additional equivalent mass due to the electric field is canceled by negative mass 

generated by A .  

From Hypothesis (l), which is due to the misidentification as a B-B effect, the new 

gravitational field satisfies 

0ij i

Aj

q
g F

mx

                                                  (14) 

 

which is derived from the relativistic equation of a moving charged particle, where Fi0 = (0,-El,-

E2,-E3) (Ei: component of the electric field), q is charge of the particle , m is its mass and gij is a 

metric tensor of space.  

Then the new gravitational field A generated at the center of the charged particle becomes 

 

 
Aj

q
E

mx

                                                                                    (15) 

 

where E is the electric field. Comparing q/m values of an electron, A is generated by an electron. 

Let  be a length of the domain where A is generated, the aММeleratТon α of the atom induced by 

electric field E would be 
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                                        (16) 

 

where  is a displacement of charge with the field E and a0 is an orbital radius of the electron 

around the nucleus. 

           His experimental setup and data are as follows:  

                                          

  Fig. 2 Capacitor used for experiment   Fig. 3 Experimental setup at the Experiment 

(1) 

   

                              

 Fig. 4 Experimental Results                                      Fig. 5 Measured result and   

and the theoretical Calculation                                  theoretical Calculation 

                          

Note that his data fit a parabola much better. 

However, Liu's experiments on the weight reduction of rolled-up capacitors show that the 

weight reduction is independent of the direction of the electric field. Moreover, tСe СoverТnР of a 
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МapaМТtor lТfter [γ1] at a lТmТteН СeТРСt on eartС sСoаs tСat tСe forМe аoulН НТmТnТsС faster tСe 

attraМtТve РravТtatТon. TСe repulsТve forМe from a МapaМТtor Тs proportТonal to tСe square of МСarРe 

Q [γζ]. TСus, Тt Тs natural to МonМluНe tСat tСТs repulsТve forМe Тs also Нue to tСe МСarРe-mass 

ТnteraМtТon. 

 

9. Conclusions and Discussions 

Einstein's error started with his failure to see that the mass and electromagnetic energy are 

intrinsically different [22]. He overlooked that his field equation is in conflict with E = mc2. Since 

he had proposed successfully but inadequately that the photons would consist of only 

electromagnetic energy [2], Einstein had mistaken the equivalence of mass and photonic energy 

as a proof for the equivalence of mass and electromagnetic energy. Thus, he overlooked that the 

photons actually include the gravitational wave energy, and missed the need of the anti-gravity 

coupling in general relativity. Consequently, Einstein did not know that the existence of photons 

is a necessary consequence of general relativity.  

This error leads to the spacetime singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose. However, 

it is proven that for the binary pulsars, the coupling constants must have different signs [5, 6]. 

Thus, their energy conditions are actually invalid because of the necessity of the anti-gravity 

coupling.  (The same invalid assumption was implicitly used by Schoen and Yau [38] in their 

positive mass theorem.) These theorems are the starting points for the notion of black holes and 

the assumption of an expanding universe. Now, one must find new justifications for these theories.  

The formula E = mc2 leads to negligence of the gravity generated by non-massive energy-

stress tensor. Thus, the 1916 Reissner-Nordstrom metric was not investigated until 1997 [20], and 

the charge-mass repulsive force was discovered. This force was inadvertently verified by 

Tsipenyuk & Andreev [24], and this proves the non-equivalence between mass and 

electromagnetic energy [22]. This force shows that the theoretical framework of general relativity 

must be extended by unifying electromagnetism and gravitation. Moreover, this force also shows 

that gravitation is not always attractive. 

In current theory, the charge-mass repulsive force would be subjected to electromagnetic 

screening. Physically, because such a force is proportional to the charge square, it is unnatural that 

such a neutral force could be screened. From the viewpoint of the five-dimensional theory, 

however, the charge-mass repulsive force would be understood as that the charge interacts with a 

new field created by a mass. Therefore, the repulsive force would not be subjected to such 

screening. It thus follows that such a force is a perfect test for the existence of a five-dimensional 
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space. Moreover, this can be verified by simply weighing a capacitor before and after being 

charged [31, 32]. Some experimental consequences are that a charged capacitor would fall slower 

than a stone [39] and there are capacitor lifters [31]. 

Since the existence of the charge-mass repulsive force is established, the unification of 

gravitation and electromagnetism is necessary. From the weight reductions of charged capacitors 

we conclude: 1) An electromagnetic energy is not equivalent to mass. 2) However, Einstein's 

conjecture of unification is established. Moreover, the Einstein equation remains to be rectified 

and completed in at least two aspects: a) The exact form of the gravitational energy-stress tensor; 

and b) The radiation reaction force [12]. Due to the radiation reaction force, general relativity is 

not just a theory of geometry.  

The weight reductions of a charged metal ball [24], a charged capacitor 12) and a piece of 

heated-up metal confirm the existence of a charge-mass interaction,13) and thus E = mc2 is not 

generally valid although there are supporting cases. However, the American Physical Society did 

not know these experiments and thus also their consequences because they pay little attention 

beyond what are familiar with [32, 34]. Einstein failed to show such a unification because: 1) He 

failed to see that it is necessary to create new interactions in a unification; 2) He rejected repulsive 

gravitation due to the invalid belief that E = mc2 was unconditional. Hence, Einstein is the biggest 

winner from the rectification of his theories. 14)  

Einstein and his followers failed his unification because of over confidence on E = mc2, 

but ignored experiments.15) For journals such as the Physical Review, the Chinese Physics, and the 

Proceedings of the Royal Society A, a common root of their errors, is inadequacy in pure 

mathematics, especially the non-linear mathematics. The charge-mass interaction shows that the 

gravitational picture provided by Newton and Einstein is just too simple. Moreover, Einstein's 

unification would open new areas in physics [31, 34].  
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Endnotes: 

1) The energy conditions of the space-time singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose can 

be satisfied only if all the coupling constants have the same sign [2]. The Chinese Physics 

also failed to see this. 

2) S. Chandrasekhar is a Nobel Laureate and an expert in general relativity. Since he approved 

Lo's paper in 1995, after the 1993 Nobel Prize awarded to Hulse & Taylor, Chandrasekhar 

also objected to the errors of 1993 Nobel Committee. Moreover, P. Morrison of MIT had 

gone to Princeton University to question J. A. Taylor on their justification in calculating the 

gravitational radiation of the binary pulsars. As expected, Taylor was unable to give a valid 

justification [40] . 

3) The Ph. D. degree advisor of D. Christodoulou was J. A. Wheeler, whose mathematics has 

been known from Gravitation [21] as having crucial errors at the undergraduate level [41]. 

Perlick [42] pointed out that the book of Christodoulou and Klainerman is incomprehensible, 

and Lo [11, 12] pointed out that their book is wrong. Accordingly, the honors awarded to 

Christodoulou actually reflected the blind faith toward Einstein and accumulated errors in 

mathematics and general relativity [12]. For instance, Yum-Tong Siu who does not 

understand non-linear mathematics, approved to award him a 2011 Shaw Prize. In short, the 

contributions of Christodoulou to general relativity are just errors. 

4) Some journals, in disagreement with the principle of causality [12], accepted unbounded 

solutions as valid. However, even accepting this, it is still necessary to have a bounded 

solution to calculate the gravitational radiation. 

5) For the dynamic case, the Maxwell-Newton Approximation is actually a linearization of the 

up-dated modified Einstein equation (3) [43], but is independent of the Einstein equation [5, 

6]. However, by assuming the existence of bounded solutions incorrectly, Hod [44] claimed 

to have a solution for a two-body problem, and Turyshev & Tothy [45] even claimed to have 

developed a perturbative method for the many-body problem.  

6) TСe ωСТnese PСвsТМs ТnМorreМtlв МlaТmeН tСat for tСТs Мase a solutТon Мan be obtaТneН аТtС a 

perturbatТve approaМС.   

7) It Сas been sСoаn tСat Тn aННТtТon to РravТtв tСe МСarРe-mass ТnteraМtТon Тs also neРleМteН Тn 

QED [γζ]. 

8) EТnsteТn anН tСe χmerТМan PСвsТМal SoМТetв (χPSΨ НТН not knoа tСТs eбperТment of 

Tsipenyuk and Andreev [24]. 

mailto:Professor%20Yum-Tong%20Siu
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9) χlmost all σoble PrТze аТnners make tСe same mТstake. χpparentlв, noboНв МСeМks tСТs 

formula aНequatelв. Moreover, they did not even attempt to understand the related 

experiments.  

10) The APS does not recognize the experiments of weight reduction of a charged capacitor [31, 

34].  

11) This is expected since a discharged capacitor has a delayed weight recovery until its heat is 

dissipated [34]. However, the editors of APS do not know such important experiments of 

weight reduction of heated-up metals. 

12) Thus, the static repulsive charge-mass force from a charged capacitor is confirmed [31, 34]. 

However, the American Physical Society still has not recognized these experiments in their 

March and April 2015 meetings. 

13) Fan [46] misinterpreted the weight reduction experiments of heated-up metals as a loss of 

mass because he does not know the charge-mass interaction. His error has misled to a 

rejection of the experiments. However, if one knows the details of the weight recovery of a 

discharged capacitor [36], his judgment would not be affected by Fan's error.  

14) Apparently, Einstein did not know that his unification was that close to confirmation. If he 

had known this, he may not be that willing to go by rejecting the modern medicine to 

prolong his life [47].  

15) The weight reduction experiments [24, 34, 36] were not known because editors of APS were 

dominated by errors of the Wheeler School. In fact, the editors of APS often made errors in 

general relativity [12, 20, 40, 41, 43] as Pauli did. 
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